Recommended Care for Sperian Alpha®, Beta®, Full Brim Hard Hats
and Feather Kap™ Bump Caps
The information below is intended to provide wearers of Sperian® hard hats and Feather Kap bump caps
with guidelines for proper care and inspection of this equipment.

WARNING: Failure of proper care and inspection of your safety equipment may result in serious personal injury or death.
1.

Service life: Hard hats are one of the most common pieces of safety
equipment, used in a wide variety of environments. We
manufacture our hard hats to rigorous standards, but they, like all
safety equipment, have a limited lifespan. It is important to
carefully inspect your hard hat every day to ensure that it maintains
its protective quality. Below is a recommended procedure for hard
hat inspection:
a.

Visually inspect the hard hat for cracking and gouging, paying
close attention to the edges of the hard hat. Replace the hard
hat IMMEDIATELY if you see any cracks, holes or gouges in the
plastic shell. If the hard hat suffers from any type of
impact/impalement, or any type of fall greater than 8 feet,
then you should replace the hard hat immediately, even if you
do not see any visible cracking or damage.

b.

Check the structural integrity of the hard hat. There are many
conditions in the workplace that may adversely affect the
useful lifespan of your hard hat. These conditions include, but
are not limited to: UV exposure (such as that from sunlight);
temperature extremes (both hot and cold); chemical exposure;
and daily wear and tear. We recommend a simple test to
check the integrity of your hard hat:
i.

c.

3.

General hard hat usage: Our hard hats are used in a wide array of
workplace environments. Some of these environments may require
alterations to the hard hat. It is important that you do not alter your
hard hat in any way other than the following:
a.

Wearing the hard hat backwards. There are many applications
where you may need to wear your hard hat backwards. Your
hard hat will offer proper protection when worn backwards, but
you MUST install the suspension backwards. If you must wear
the hard hat backwards, then install the suspension so that the
locking mechanism (ratchet or pinlock) always functions at the
back of your head. It is designed to cradle the base of your
skull, which ensures that the hard hat stays in place. Your
Sperian hard hat meets ANSI Z89 standards when worn
backwards with the suspension properly installed. Please note,
however, that the added splash protection provided by the brim
will not be available to protect your face, if the hard hat is
worn backwards.

b.

Wearing baseball caps or placing objects under the hard hat or
between the suspension and the shell: We designed your hard
hat to meet strict ANSI Z89 Type 1 standards. These standards
require that a minimum distance between the hard hat and
suspension is maintained in order to provide full protection.

Do not place any object between the hard hat shell and the
suspension! This includes cigarette packs, writing utensils or

Hold the hard hat in both hands and compress the shell
from the sides, approximately 1”, and then release
pressure, being careful not to drop the hard hat. The
shell should return to its original shape immediately. It
may be necessary to compare the used hard hat to a new
one. If the hard hat does not return to its original shape
quickly or if it exhibits cracking, then replace the hard hat
IMMEDIATELY.

any other object. Your hard hat was also manufactured to meet
specific dielectric standards for voltage. Placing a baseball cap
or any other device under the suspension of the hard hat will
reduce or eliminate the dielectric protection that the hard hat
was designed to meet. A baseball cap or other similar object
may reduce the function of the suspension, resulting in hard hat
failure. You may place a smooth cloth, such as a bandana
under the suspension of the hard hat, provided there is no
bunching or folding of the cloth between the hard hat
suspension and your head.

Visually inspect the suspension: The suspension is constructed
of high quality fabric and plastic parts. Check all parts to
ensure that the fabric is not frayed or torn, and that the plastic
parts are not cracked or damaged. If the suspension is
damaged or exhibits signs of excessive wear (fraying, tearing
or cracking), then replace the suspension IMMEDIATELY.

c.

Stickers and labels: Stickers and labels may be added to the
hard hat shell, as long as none is over 0.5 inches from the
bottom of the hard hat. Keep in mind that adding stickers and
labels to a hard hat makes it much more difficult to inspect the
shell for cracks and damage. Pay close attention to the areas
around and under the labels or stickers. You may have to
remove the suspension and carefully check the underside of the
hard hat shell in order to properly inspect the site of the label or
sticker.

d.

Painting the hard hat shell: Paint contains chemicals that will
interfere with the performance and integrity of the hard hat
shell. Do not, under any circumstances, paint the shell of a

The maximum service life of a Sperian hard hat is 5 years for
the shell and 1 year for the suspension. This timeframe is
based upon the date the hard hat is put into service, not the
manufacture date. We recommend that you note the first day
of service life by writing it on the ANSI certification label found
on the inside of the hard hat.
2.

Care and storage: You can help ensure the maximum service life of
your hard hat by following these simple care and storage
procedures:
a.

b.

The buildup of workplace contaminants can hide cracks
and gouges. Gently wash your hard hat with warm, mild,
soapy water at least once per week. Removing the
buildup of workplace contaminants will help you to make
the most thorough inspection of your hard hat.
Store your hard hat in a place where it will not come in
contact with, or become subject to, any of the following:

Sunlight/UV radiation
Chemicals
Temperature extremes (hot and/or cold)
Impact from any object

hard hat!
4.

Certifications: Your hard hat is manufactured and tested to meet the
following certifications:
a.

Sperian Alpha, Beta and Full Brim hard hats meet ANSI Z89.12003 Type 1 impact, and Class G and E electrical standards.

b.

Sperian Feather Kap bump caps are intended for light bump and
laceration protection only, and do not meet any safety
standards.
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